A number of genes are involved in various neuropsychiatric disorders. A comprehensive compilation of these genes is important for a better understanding of these diseases. We report an online file that lists genes by chromosome number and location. This is useful for the rapid examination of chromosome bands for genes involved in these diseases. This is not an exhaustive list and does not include single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) results for genes that are currently being examined by genome wide association studies (GWAS) and other molecular methodologies.
Abstract:
A number of genes are involved in various neuropsychiatric disorders. A comprehensive compilation of these genes is important for a better understanding of these diseases. We report an online file that lists genes by chromosome number and location. This is useful for the rapid examination of chromosome bands for genes involved in these diseases. This is not an exhaustive list and does not include single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) results for genes that are currently being examined by genome wide association studies (GWAS) and other molecular methodologies.
Background:
It is often of interest for the researcher to ascertain rapidly the location of genes on various human chromosomes. We present a table of genes involved in various neuropsychiatric diseases [1, 2] listed by chromosome number and banding. There is no selection of specific disease category. It should be noted that many diseases (e.g. deafness, Parkinson's disease, epilepsy, etc.) appear at many bands among the chromosomes. Similarly, many bands harbor more than one disease.
Methodology:
Public databases of genes related to chromosome locations were examined [3-6] Results were tabulated by human chromosome and banding as given in the excel dataset (Please see available URL to download). The gene functions are described in detail in the databases. The information relating to gene locations for neuropsychiatric diseases is readily accessible on these web-sites. The numbers of sites and diseases on each chromosome arm are shown in Table 1 (supplementary material).
Future developments:
The purpose here is to present the chromosome and band locations for genes involved in neuropsychiatric diseases. Several bands are associated with more than one neuropsychiatric disease and will be investigated in future studies. This list does not include genes that currently discovered by recent GWAS and other molecular methodologies. Future reviews of the literature and web sites will examine in detail the large number of newly identified genes with their SNP locations and pathways that Supplementary material: 1p  30  1q  28  2p  14  2q  25  3p  11  3q  12  4p  10  4q  15  5p  5  5q  18  6p  20  6q  18  7p  3  7q  17  8p  7  8q  14  9p  5  9q  14  10p  4  10q  17  11p  13  11q  12  12p  5  12q  14  13p  -13q  20  14p  -14q  18  15p  -15q  19  16p  13  16q  3  17p  8  17q  22  18p  5  18q  3  19p  14  19q  13  20p  9  20q  4  21p  -21q  6  22p  -22q  18  Xp  6  Xq  18  (-= no information) 
